REGISTRATION DETAILS
To register for the CONCRETUS 20’, Kindly fill the form at https://tinyurl.com/concretus20
Registration confirmation will be sent by email.

REGISTRATION FEE
FOR PARTICIPANT : Rs. 500/-
(Fee includes the competitions, workshops, Kit, lunch, and refreshments)

PAYMENT DETAILS (DD / NEFT / IMPS Transfer)
Bank : INDIAN BANK
Branch : KATTANKOLATHUR
Acc. Name : CIVIL ENGG ASSOCIATION
Acc. No : 459777789
IFSC Code : IDIB000S181

Note: The Bank DD shall be drawn in favour of “CIVIL ENGG ASSOCIATION”, payable at Chennai.

Last Date for Registration: 31st JANUARY, 2020
Note:
* No TA/DA will be given.
* Accommodation (Limited) may be provided on request and paid.

SPONSORSHIP
GOLD - Rs. 10,000/-
PROCEEDINGS - FULL PAGE ADVERTISEMENT
SILVER - Rs. 5,000/-
PROCEEDINGS - HALF PAGE ADVERTISEMENT

Supported by

PATRONS
Dr. T. R. Paarivendhar, Chancellor
Shri. Ravi Pachamoothoo, Chairman
Dr. P. Sathyarayanan, President
Dr. R. Shivakumar, Vice President

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Dr. Sandeep Sancheti, Vice Chancellor, SRM IST
Dr. T.P. Ganesan, Pro-VC (P&D), SRM IST
Dr. N. Seluraman, Registrar, SRM IST
Dr. C. Muthamizhchelvan, Director (E&T), SRM IST

EXTERNAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Er. R. Radhakrishnan, Secretary General, ICI
Dr. Radhakrishna G. Pillai, Chairman, ICI Chennai Centre
Er. G. Dhinas Kumar, Secretary, ICI Chennai Centre
Er. K. Jayasankar, Vice President, UltraTech

FACULTY CONNECTS
Dr. K.S. Satyanarayanan, Professor & HOD / Civil
Prof. G. Augustine Maniraj Pandian, Professor
Dr. K. Gunasekaran, Professor
Dr. A. Padma Rekha, Associate Professor
Dr. Deeptha Thattai, Associate Professor
Dr. R. Sathyarathin, Associate Professor
Dr. P. R. Kannan Rajkumar, Associate Professor
Dr. Bhuvaneshwari, Associate Professor
Dr. S. Karuppanasamy, Associate Professor
Dr. L. Krishnaraj, Assistant Professor
Mrs. C. Sudha, Assistant Professor
Dr. M. Balasubramanian, Assistant Professor
Mr. N. Ganapathy Ramasamy, Assistant Professor
Ms. Pavithra C, Assistant Professor
Mr. Chezhiyan S, Assistant Professor
Mr. Sivapraakash G, Assistant Professor
Mr. S. Gopinath, Assistant Professor

CONTACT
Mr. Murugan Ganesan, Mobile : 8639460711
Ms. Irrinki Mounica, Mobile : 9962828154
Ms. Ashmita Pathak, Mobile : 9706030230
Mr. Siddhartha Sarkar, Mobile : 9940898470
Email: srmicifest2020@gmail.com
Ms. Pavithra C, Email : pavithrc@srmist.edu.in Mobile: 9884500021
Dr. P. R. Kannan Rajkumar, Email: kannanrp@srmist.edu.in Mobile: 950020279
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ABOUT SRM IST

Sri Ramaswamy Memorial Engineering College (SRMEC) was started in the academic year 1985-86 at Kattankulathur, Kancheepuram District, Tamil Nadu, India. After being accorded the deemed to be university status in the year 2002, SRM Institute of Science and Technology (formerly known as SRM University) has made rapid strides in the field of education and has now become a multi stream university with six Faculties – Engineering & Technology, Science & Humanities, Medicine & Health Sciences, Management, Law, and Agricultural Sciences.

SRM IST is one of the top ranking institutions in India functioning in four campuses located at Kattankulathur, Vadapalani and Ramapuram in Tamil Nadu, and Modi Nagar, in Ghaziabad, with over 52,000 students and 3200 faculty, offering a wide range of Undergraduate, Postgraduate and Doctoral programs. SRM IST has been accredited with the highest grade of A++ (A double plus) by NAAC. MHRD has ranked SRM IST third among private institutes under ARIIA ranking (2019). UI Green metrics has ranked SRM IST at 243 globally for the green initiatives espoused by it. World renowned ranking agency QS has rated SRM IST as a ‘4 Star’ institute with ‘5 Star’ ratings in Teaching, Employability and Inclusiveness. QS-Igauge has given ‘Diamond’ status to SRM IST at 243 globally for the green initiatives espoused by it. World renowned ranking agency QS has rated SRM IST as a ‘4 Star’ institute with ‘5 Star’ ratings in Teaching, Employability and Inclusiveness. QS-Igauge has given ‘Diamond’ status to SRM IST at 243 globally for the green initiatives espoused by it.

ABOUT THE CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

The Department of Civil Engineering has been in existence since 1985. In the 34 years of its glorious existence, the Department has evolved into one of the most matured and full-fledged departments in the institute. The course curriculum has been designed aptly to cater to the ever-expanding demands of research and industry, by zealously assimilating the views of all stakeholders. The department upholds excellent interaction with reputed academics in specialized areas, and with industry professionals at national and international levels. The Department has well qualified and experienced faculty members who form the nucleus. They are specialized in Structural, Construction Engineering and Management, Geotechnical, Environmental, Water resources, Transportation, Surveying, Remote Sensing and GIS streams with excellent research background. The department holds membership in CIDC (Construction Industry Development Council), INSDAG (Institute of Steel Development and Growth) and CMS (Construction Management Society). B.Tech Civil Engineering program of Kattankulathur campus has been accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission (EAC) of ABET (www.abet.org).

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

The Concretus 20’, organized by SRM Society of Civil Engineers in association with Indian Concrete Institute is scheduled to be conducted on 20th and 21st of February, 2020 at the institute premises in Kattankulathur. This two day fest comprises various workshops and events for students of Civil Engineering and Architecture. The aim of the events and workshops conducted is to explore the latest developments in civil engineering under the domains of Concrete Technology, BIM, GIS, Architecture, Transportation and Geotechnical Engineering. Experts are invited to provide insights on various topics for the benefit of the participants. Wide ranges of events are conducted to enable the participants to showcase their technical and innovative skills.

WORKSHOPS

- Self Compacting Concrete
- Coconut Shell Concrete
- Introduction to Prestressed Concrete
- Introduction to BIM
- Introduction to Q-GIS
- Rapid 3D Modelling using Arc GIS
- Practical Applications on Analysis and Design of Structures

COMPETITIONS (EVENTS)

- DAVIDOVITS - GEO POLYMER CONCRETE
- AITCIN - HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE
- CONSILID - ARCHITECTURE
- GEO WALL - GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
- GEO VIDEO - GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
- CURVA GEOMETRIA - TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING